To all account holders:

Northwestern University Information Technology is implementing a policy allowing a more generous quota for pending e-mail (50 MB) than was previously allowed on the four central hosts: casbah, lulu, hecky, and merle. A description of the policy can be found at [http://www.it.northwestern.edu/policies/email/inspool.html](http://www.it.northwestern.edu/policies/email/inspool.html).

The quota, to be implemented June 22, is part of an ongoing program of e-mail improvement that will provide more space for pending e-mail as well as graduated notifications when space use grows toward the limit of 50MB.

This does not apply to e-mail messages downloaded to your computer with a program such as Eudora or Microsoft Outlook, but only to messages kept on the main mail server.

This new quota should affect less than 1% of current e-mail service users, and only those users who regularly leave messages on the servers after reading them are likely to notice it. If you have had no previous problems with your mail quota, you will probably not be affected.

Please direct questions to consultant@northwestern.edu.
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